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learn the meaning of description as a noun with synonyms examples and word history find out how to
use description in a sentence and how it differs from related words like type kind and nature learn the
definition of description as a noun and an adjective and see how to use it in sentences find out the
synonyms collocations and translations of description in different languages description definition a
statement picture in words or account that describes descriptive representation see examples of
description used in a sentence a description puts something in words like a portrait puts a person in
paint the lawnmower you came home with did not quite fit the description of the dishwasher you went
shopping for the root for description is the latin word descriptio meaning to write down description a
piece of writing or speech that says what somebody something is like the act of writing or saying in
words what somebody something is like follow the link below for a more detailed description 1 to
represent or give an account of in words describe a picture the police asked her to describe the thief
there were so many things he wanted to describe james joyce 2 to represent by a figure model or picture
delineate described in her paintings what she saw from her window 3 obsolete distribute 4 a description
of someone or something is an account which explains what they are or what they look like police
have issued a description of the man who was aged between fifty and sixty the paper provides a
detailed description of how to create human embryos by cloning learn the meaning of description a noun
that tells you what someone or something is like see examples synonyms translations and related
words definition of description noun in oxford advanced american dictionary meaning pronunciation
picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more descriptions the act process art or
technique of describing or picturing in words webster s new world similar definitions a statement or
passage that describes webster s new world similar definitions a pictorial representation monet s
ethereal descriptions of haystacks and water lilies a statement or an account that describes
provided the police with a description of the killer the act or method of describing uncountable a
police officer develops good powers of observation and description how to write descriptive
sentences written by masterclass last updated aug 19 2021 4 min read whatever you re writing be it
a fairy tale or a personal descriptive essay you re going to need to use descriptive writing in it how
do your main characters look what is the setting like learn the meaning of description as a noun with
examples of how to use it in sentences find out the synonyms antonyms and related words of
description description is the fiction writing mode for transmitting a mental image of the particulars
of a story together with dialogue narration exposition and summarization description is one of the
most widely recognized of the fiction writing modes what is description description is the use of prose
especially concrete sensory language and figurative language to describe events people ideas concepts
a dominant and powerful form of human expression description plays a role in all genres a statement
or a piece of writing that tells what something or someone is like c your description of della was
hilarious u boats of every description of all types entered the harbor u the beauty of the rockies is
beyond description is impossible to describe learn the meaning and usage of the word description a noun
that refers to a statement account or representation of something find synonyms antonyms
translations and related words for description synonyms for description depiction portrait
portrayal picture definition sketch tale rendering account delineation description countable and
uncountable plural descriptions a sketch or account of anything in words a portraiture or
representation in language an enumeration of the essential qualities of a thing or species give a verbal
description of the events a realistic description learn the meaning pronunciation and usage of the word
description in british and american english find out the synonyms collocations and related words of
description and see examples of sentences with description



description definition meaning merriam webster

May 14 2024

learn the meaning of description as a noun with synonyms examples and word history find out how to
use description in a sentence and how it differs from related words like type kind and nature

description english meaning cambridge dictionary

Apr 13 2024

learn the definition of description as a noun and an adjective and see how to use it in sentences find out
the synonyms collocations and translations of description in different languages

description definition meaning dictionary com

Mar 12 2024

description definition a statement picture in words or account that describes descriptive
representation see examples of description used in a sentence

description definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com

Feb 11 2024

a description puts something in words like a portrait puts a person in paint the lawnmower you came
home with did not quite fit the description of the dishwasher you went shopping for the root for
description is the latin word descriptio meaning to write down

description noun definition pictures pronunciation and

Jan 10 2024

description a piece of writing or speech that says what somebody something is like the act of writing
or saying in words what somebody something is like follow the link below for a more detailed
description

describe definition meaning merriam webster

Dec 09 2023

1 to represent or give an account of in words describe a picture the police asked her to describe the
thief there were so many things he wanted to describe james joyce 2 to represent by a figure model or
picture delineate described in her paintings what she saw from her window 3 obsolete distribute 4

description definition in american english collins english

Nov 08 2023

a description of someone or something is an account which explains what they are or what they look
like police have issued a description of the man who was aged between fifty and sixty the paper



provides a detailed description of how to create human embryos by cloning

description meaning cambridge learner s dictionary

Oct 07 2023

learn the meaning of description a noun that tells you what someone or something is like see examples
synonyms translations and related words

description noun definition pictures pronunciation and

Sep 06 2023

definition of description noun in oxford advanced american dictionary meaning pronunciation picture
example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more

description definition meaning yourdictionary

Aug 05 2023

descriptions the act process art or technique of describing or picturing in words webster s new world
similar definitions a statement or passage that describes webster s new world similar definitions a
pictorial representation monet s ethereal descriptions of haystacks and water lilies

description wordreference com dictionary of english

Jul 04 2023

a statement or an account that describes provided the police with a description of the killer the act
or method of describing uncountable a police officer develops good powers of observation and
description

how to write descriptive sentences 2024 masterclass

Jun 03 2023

how to write descriptive sentences written by masterclass last updated aug 19 2021 4 min read
whatever you re writing be it a fairy tale or a personal descriptive essay you re going to need to use
descriptive writing in it how do your main characters look what is the setting like

description definition meaning britannica dictionary

May 02 2023

learn the meaning of description as a noun with examples of how to use it in sentences find out the
synonyms antonyms and related words of description

description wikipedia

Apr 01 2023



description is the fiction writing mode for transmitting a mental image of the particulars of a story
together with dialogue narration exposition and summarization description is one of the most widely
recognized of the fiction writing modes

description writing commons

Feb 28 2023

what is description description is the use of prose especially concrete sensory language and figurative
language to describe events people ideas concepts a dominant and powerful form of human expression
description plays a role in all genres

description definition in the cambridge english dictionary

Jan 30 2023

a statement or a piece of writing that tells what something or someone is like c your description of
della was hilarious u boats of every description of all types entered the harbor u the beauty of the
rockies is beyond description is impossible to describe

description definition of description by the free dictionary

Dec 29 2022

learn the meaning and usage of the word description a noun that refers to a statement account or
representation of something find synonyms antonyms translations and related words for description

description synonyms 59 similar words merriam webster

Nov 27 2022

synonyms for description depiction portrait portrayal picture definition sketch tale rendering account
delineation

description wiktionary the free dictionary

Oct 27 2022

description countable and uncountable plural descriptions a sketch or account of anything in words
a portraiture or representation in language an enumeration of the essential qualities of a thing or
species give a verbal description of the events a realistic description

description definition and meaning collins english dictionary

Sep 25 2022

learn the meaning pronunciation and usage of the word description in british and american english find
out the synonyms collocations and related words of description and see examples of sentences with
description
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